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A B S T R A C T   

Interest in group decision-making (GDM) has been increasing prominently over the last decade. Access to global 
databases, sophisticated sensors which can obtain multiple inputs or complex problems requiring opinions from 
several experts have driven interest in data aggregation. Consequently, the field has been widely studied from 
several viewpoints and multiple approaches have been proposed. Nevertheless, there is a lack of general 
framework. Moreover, this problem is exacerbated in the case of experts’ weighting methods, one of the most 
widely-used techniques to deal with multiple source aggregation. This lack of general classification scheme, or a 
guide to assist expert knowledge, leads to ambiguity or misreading for readers, who may be overwhelmed by the 
large amount of unclassified information currently available. To invert this situation, a general GDM framework 
is presented which divides and classifies all data aggregation techniques, focusing on and expanding the clas-
sification of experts’ weighting methods in terms of analysis type by carrying out an in-depth literature review. 
Results are not only classified but analysed and discussed regarding multiple characteristics, such as MCDMs in 
which they are applied, type of data used, ideal solutions considered or when they are applied. Furthermore, 
general requirements supplement this analysis such as initial influence, or component division considerations. As 
a result, this paper provides not only a general classification scheme and a detailed analysis of experts’ weighting 
methods but also a road map for researchers working on GDM topics or a guide for experts who use these 
methods. Furthermore, six significant contributions for future research pathways are provided in the conclusions.   

1. Introduction 

Decision-making is a key concept in our everyday lives. Albeit un-
consciously, people are constantly choosing the most appropriate option 
from a set of possible alternatives regarding pre-defined requirements, 
criteria, or indicators. Consequently, multiple experts have developed 
structured and scientific decision-making methods rather than intuitive 
methods. These techniques are known as multiple-criteria decision- 
making (MCDM) methods as they integrate several criteria. They 
attempt to ensure objective and deliberate analysis to manage chal-
lenges successfully [1]. 

However, constant scientific development and increasingly specific 
expert knowledge have made problems more complex. Nowadays, a 
single data source or decision maker (DM) may not be able to consider 
all relevant aspects of a decision [2] or may not have all the required 

information. Multiple data sources or decision makers (DMs) could be 
required for a group decision-making (GDM) process which involves 
multiple criteria. In these cases, the process is known as multiple-criteria 
group decision-making (MCGDM) methods. As a consequence, there is a 
pressing need to explore how to join, incorporate, or consider their 
opinions to reach a consensus among them and this is constantly dis-
cussed among experts [3]. 

Some 1950s models proposed group negotiation as a solution [4] 
while others studied the application of election theory [5], which led to 
the scheme of social choice according to individual values [6]. At the 
same time, group behavior regarding solution gains and losses was being 
analysed [7,8]. These studies contributed to the final social choice 
theory scheme [9]. 

Besides these psychological aggregation proposals, more mathe-
matical methods arose such as central tendency studies focused on 
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finding the statistical value which best fits all DMs [10–12]. Others use 
the individual DM rankings to aggregate them into a group ranking. The 
combination techniques include probability distributions [13], Borda 
heuristic models and their extensions [14,15] or stochastic optimization 
[16–18]. 

However, some researchers state that it is impossible to have a ho-
mogeneous expert group whose experiences, attitudes, knowledge are 
the same or similar [19]. In these cases, considering equity between DM 
opinions could lead to bias or distorted results. Consequently, some 
methods focus on deriving DM weight to assign differing importance at 
the opinion aggregation. These methods can be commonly used as 
multi-source information fusion techniques because the proposed algo-
rithms can consider parallelism between DMs or informatic sources. 

A huge number of studies to determine the weight of criteria can be 
found in the related literature, although there are limited studies 
determining the weight of experts [20,21]. Even so, some schemes have 
been proposed to divide and classify these methods. For example, they 
can be clustered in two groups: subjective and objective techniques. In 
subjective techniques, there is a supervisor or manager who directly 
assigns different weight to each expert, or the experts directly evaluate 
themselves. In objective techniques, mathematical approaches are used 
for this assignment. These approaches can use concepts such as distances 
between opinions or consistency between others. Another scheme pro-
posed classification of objective methods [19]. This scheme divides 
methods by similarity of approach: index-based approaches, 
clustering-based approaches, and integrated approaches. 

Nevertheless, these classifications are too broad and general to 
consider all current methods. In a scientific field where new approaches 
are constantly being proposed, and use of existing approaches extended 
by considering uncertainty and multiple data types, the lack of outline to 
locate the main operation of a particular method can overwhelm experts 
with information. Furthermore, lack of consensus on the nomenclature 
can lead to misreading or misunderstanding among inexperienced 
readers. It is common for multiple MCGDM techniques to use the same 
terminology, such as consensus index, support, similarity or credibility, 
to mean the same thing. At the same time, other academic papers may 
use the same terminology to refer to unrelated processes. 

Additionally, an in-depth literature review has highlighted some 
points on MCGDM approaches that require attention. First, although 
social choice theory was one of the first methods to be developed, few 
references are made to it in the articles, even though they focus on the 
choice of alternatives. Second, the stage at which methods can be 
applied needs to be analysed, as there are clear differences between 
methods that do not require accurate information, techniques that need 
opinions and procedures that need to know the alternatives. Third, a 
study should explore whether these methods accept the existence of 
prior influence since it is rare that all decision-makers have equal 
importance. 

This paper aims to provide a novel general GDM classification 
scheme and go into greater depth on the state-of-the-art concerning all 
experts’ weight assignment methods. For this purpose, the weight- 
assigned methods classification is further developed by a literature re-
view. This new classification scheme will allow not only experts and 
scientists working in the field of MCGDM to know which methods exist 
but also explain the main features of each technique, such as the 
implementation phase, the data used and the main processes. 

Furthermore, multiple MCGDM critical points are analysed to highlight 
future research pathways, providing information on gaps in current 
methods in each proposed category. 

The remainder of this paper is divided into the following sections. 
Section 2 presents the proposed GDM method classification. Section 3 
presents the literature review methodology and main reviewed charac-
teristics. Section 4 outlines the literature review. Section 5 reports the 
results analysis and discussion, explaining future research pathways and 
their challenges. Conclusions are drawn in the last section. 

2. Classification of group decision methods 

Although the study focus on DM weighting techniques, the literature 
review has made it possible to detect and classify multiple types of GDM 
practices. Consequently, a general GDM methods scheme is presented 
which classifies the decision makers’ weighting techniques in detail. 
Future research can be applied to other clusters, although they are not 
part of this study. Other current schemes are presented in the first part of 
this section to help readers understand current classification practice. 

2.1. Previous GDM classifications 

Several classification schemes have been proposed to date. For 
example, one of the earliest divided methods into process- or content- 
oriented [22]. Process-oriented approaches are methods intended to 
generate new ideas to understand and structure the problem. 
Content-oriented approaches work with the opinions that are presented 
to aggregate them. This scheme was later improved with the second 
content-oriented layer [23] shown in Fig. 1, which divides the group 
into implicit multiple attribute evaluation, explicit multiple attribute 
evaluation and game-theory approaches. 

Implicit multiple attribute evaluation refers to methodologies closely 
related to social theory techniques. Criteria, indicators, or requirements 
used for the selection are not explicitly stated by DMs. On the other 
hand, explicit multiple attribute evaluation clearly demonstrates the 
criteria and preferences of each DM. MCDM methods and their exten-
sions fall into this category. Finally, game theory approaches are 
methods which follow traditional game theory. There are two game 
theory approaches: cooperative and non-cooperative. In GDM processes 
these methods mainly study coalitions among DMs. 

Subsequently, the wide range of explicit multiple attribute evalua-
tion methods made cluster upgrade mandatory. A new group named 
objective methods for deriving DM weight in GDM was created as part of 
explicit multiple attribute evaluation methods [19]. As shown in Fig. 2, 
this group is formed by similarity-based approaches, index-based ap-
proaches, clustering-based approaches, integrated approaches, and 
other approaches. 

In this scheme, similarity-based approaches use the distance to 
weight the DMs. This distance can stem from DM assessments, or a fixed 
point usually named the ideal solution. Commonly, when a DM has a 
group-centered assessment it gains importance. Index-based approaches 
are divided by consensus or consistency approaches. The first group 
generates an index regarding the concept of “soft consensus” [24], 
which aims to improve the consensus between DMs allowing discussions 
or changes. The second group uses DMs’ assessment consistency to 
weight them. The more consistent a DM, the more weight it receives. 

Clustering-based approaches are commonly used with large groups 
of DMs. These methods usually divide the process into two layers. The 
first layer consists of an expert division by cluster, and each cluster re-
ceives an initial weight. The second layer assigns an individual expert 
weight inside the cluster. The importance of the final DM is derived from 
the aggregation of both weights. However, these layers use different 
weighting methods (i.e., cluster size for first layer and similarity be-
tween experts for the second layer) which came from other approaches. 
Finally, integrated approaches are generated by aggregating two or 
more previously presented methods, and other approaches refer to any 

Fig. 1. Second proposed classification. Source: [23].  
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which do not belong in any category. 
The aforementioned classification schemes present some limitations 

and inherent weaknesses. The scheme shown in Fig. 1 has an unduly 
broad approach regarding the large number of proposed methodologies. 
In GDM, techniques have been developed from multiple fields (i.e., 
psychology, economy, or politics), which demand a more accurate 
classification. Subjective or objective division has similar limitations. 
The scheme shown in Fig. 2 only considers objective methods and pro-
vides clusters that can be easily misread by inexperienced readers. As an 
example, soft consensus can be easily misread as similarity because one 
of the few differences is how weight evolves. Furthermore, cluster-based 
approaches are mainly generated by combining other methodologies, 
similar to integrated approaches. 

2.2. Proposed classification of GDM methods 

The proposed GDM methods classification scheme, shown in Fig. 3, is 
based on analysis of previous proposals and their limitations and 
shortcomings, found in the current GDM literature. This classification 
system encompasses all GDM methodologies in six groups, although 
only the DMs’ weighting methods cluster (the core of this manuscript) is 
developed. This therefore provides a clear primary guideline for other 
categories, which will allow other authors to expand and complete the 
classification proposal with specialized studies. 

Negotiation methods contain techniques based on sharing ideas with 
their corresponding discussion and debate, to reach an agreed solution. 
There is no need to state the selection criteria, or the process to choose 
alternatives. Clear examples are the DELPHI method and its extensions 
[25,26], devil’s advocate [27] or the ward method [28]. Negotiation 
methods can be used to study how decision-making evolves in negoti-
ation and propose various action guidelines. 

The main aim of the weight assignment models is to define the 
importance of each DM. This category, which this manuscript aims to 
develop further, is divided into whether the analysis is carried out on the 
experts, on their evaluation or if these two methods are merged. In 
expert analysis methods, expert characteristics, interrelationships, ca-
pacities, or coalition power indexes are the basis for the weighting 
process:  

• The first subdivision contains external assessor or interpersonal 
assessment (EAIA) techniques. In these processes, there is an external 
assessor (or manager) who assigns weight directly to an expert panel. 
Furthermore, some techniques propose an interpersonal assessment 
method in which the DMs weight each other. These practices are 
commonly known as subjective methods.  

• The second subdivision is focused on the study of DMs’ capabilities 
or the needs they present for the problem (CNA). These techniques 
generally use a common characteristic to compare the DMs such as 
experience and expertise, their university degree, or knowledge 
related to the problem field.  

• The third and last subdivision is related to game theory approaches 
(GT). These methods are commonly used when a previous influence 
must be considered, and they study the DMs’ ability to form co-
alitions or to be the main promoter of a decision. 

On the other hand, assessment analysis methods only study the 
opinion, assessment, or position that each DM has taken in the problem. 
Although there are simple works based on the distance between the 
opinions and a known statistical value [10–12], the methodologies have 
been developed to consider criteria multiplicity. This development has 
led to a wide range of methodologies and consideration of the following 
typologies: 

• Group position methods (GrP) weight DMs in terms of their assess-
ment distances within the group. The main objective is to reduce the 
distance by modifying the opinion weight to obtain the closest po-
sition among them.  

• Group centroid (GC) methodologies consider the existence of an 
“ideal solution”, a real or virtual value which represents the group’s 
desired assessment. This value is named the group centroid. DMs are 
weighted regarding the distance between their assessment and this 
centroid.  

• Optimization techniques (O) are generally built on these first two 
methods. By programming algorithms or using feedback, an iterative 
process is carried out with the aim of minimizing distances. It is 
worth mentioning that many of these methods present the goal in a 
consensus index to be maximized, calculated as the inverse distance 
between points.  

• Quality assessment (QA) techniques weight DMs according to the 
quality of their opinions, generally compared within the group. This 
quality is estimated by mathematic values of entropy, certainty, or 
consistency, among others. 

Data-aggregation methods analyze evaluations given by the DMs to 
be able to add them directly using operators. These operators may be 
closely related to the GrP, QA and GC of the previous cluster; however, 
its procedures do not contemplate giving explicit weight to DMs. 
Therefore, in many cases there are the same type of studies in the 
calculation of entropy, certainty, and consistency, which could be 
considered QA if they openly relate this weight to the experts. The same 
happens in the distance to the mean operators, which are extremely 
similar to GC, without giving weight to the experts. 

Although these operators can be as simple as direct aggregation or 
AHP-derived results [29], operators for uncertainty using multiple data 

Fig. 2. Objective methods classification. Source: [19].  

Fig. 3. Classification of GDM methods. Developed decision maker’s weighting 
methods are shaded. 
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types have also been developed, such as spherical fuzzy sets [30,31] or 
linguistic information [32–34]. These have become more important as 
they are included in the MCGDM field. Some authors use them as the 
main link to obtain input data for TOPSIS [35–37], ELECTRE [38,39], or 
TODIM [40] methods. Among others, there are operators that use the 
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence (DST), in which each expert’s 
evaluation is treated as evidence [41]. 

Ranking aggregation methods can be subdivided according to their 
theoretical basis. In a first group, there are set-ordering probability 
distribution techniques that follow the Thurstone scale and the law of 
comparative judgment [42] or binary comparisons [13]. Heuristic 
methods fall into a second group, which instead of seeking optimization, 
focuses on obtaining a solution by simple and intuitive mathematical 
approximations. For instance, this division includes Borda methods and 
their extensions [14], as well as studies of government elections [15] or 
Markov chains [43,16]. 

Finally, a third group of stochastic optimization methods can be 
generated. These techniques synthesize the scenarios given by all DMs 
based on distance optimization criteria. The ideal final ranking is 
generally obtained by minimizing the Kendall or Spearman distance 
between each iterative approach and the DMs’ rankings. Some notable 
works in this field have been probabilistic approximations using Monte 
Carlo models [18], maximum probability Bayesian approximations [44] 
or uncertainty inclusion due to lack of reliability in incomplete rankings 
[45]. 

The final two groups are integrated and other methods. Integrated 
methods are generated by aggregating two or more previously presented 
methods, and other approaches refer to any that do not belong to any of 
the given categories. 

It is important to emphasize the classification assigned for large 
group methods which use clustering systems. Commonly, these methods 
have been assigned to a specific group for them, as they use a double- 
weighting layer. The first one usually assigns a weight regarding the 
cluster size. The second one uses one of the previously presented 
methods. Hence, in this GDM framework large group methods with 
clustering systems are classified by the second layer usage, or the most 
appropriate technique. 

3. Literature review methodology 

This section presents the literature review methodology. A system-
atic review involves a five-stage structure [46]: (i) formulation of the 

problem, (ii) determination of the data collection strategy, (iii) evalua-
tion of the retrieved data, (iv) analysis and interpretation of the litera-
ture and finally, (v) presentation of the conclusions. 

To address the paper’s objective, the main question formulated in 
this study was (i): Which methods and techniques have been proposed to 
aggregate opinions and assessments in GDM environment? A data 
collection strategy was determined to answer this question. This strategy 
(ii) is shown in the following subsections, and it involves data gathering 
and a results classification process. 

3.1. Gathering process 

Articles were identified by the internationally-recognized biblio-
graphic database Web of Science (WoS), which analyses articles from 
over 12,000 journals worldwide [47]. The use of this database was 
mainly justified by the depth of its coverage, yielding more outputs than 
any other database collection. Furthermore, it is a major multidisci-
plinary database of Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge. 

Having determined the database, two different research methods 
were used, as shown in Fig. 4. The first one focused on 5 general titles 
and topics related to GDM. The results obtained were restricted by a 
minimum of 1 citation (c≥1), given the general nature of the search. The 
second method centres on a specific search of closely associated DM 
weighting topics and a manual search in related journals. No minimum 
citation restriction was applied to the results. 

13,717 papers were obtained thought the literature research method. 
These were later filtered to obtain the final set of articles on which to run 
the qualitative and quantitative analysis. The filtering process was 
conducted as follows: (i) discard duplicated articles; (ii) automatic 
eliminate papers if the title includes the words “operators” and “oper-
ator”. Operator methods commonly use a direct aggregation without 
assigning weight to the DMs. (iii) automatic selection of papers if the 
title includes “consensus”, “importance”, “weights” or “experts”. (iv) 
title and abstract analysis to detect potential results. (v) working frame 
analysis to identify DM weighting techniques. 

As a result of this process, a final set of 208 references was selected 
for further analysis and interpretation. Among them, 201 different 
methodologies were identified and classified using the scheme 
mentioned above. The remaining 7 selected results concerning already- 
classified methods. 

It is highlighted that article categorization was only based on the DM 
weighting process which was presented. As multiple references contain 

Fig. 4. Literature review gathering process.  
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MCDM-applied methods, there are countless external variables such as 
criteria or attribute weight assignment that do not fall within the scope 
of the study. 

3.2. Classification process 

To help researchers and experts extend their knowledge regarding 
DMs’ weighting methods, expanded cataloging tables are given in each 
proposed classification. These tables contain the reference name, year of 
publication and five main characteristics that have been identified as 
distinguishing methodology elements. 

The first feature shows the input data typology. Since many authors 
use terminologies such as "values", "numbers" or "sets" to refer to the 
same source, the “information” ending was used to subdivide them. 
Table 1 contains the input data information with the related acronyms. 

The second characteristic shows when the group decision process 
DMs receive their weight. Phase 0 methods only require knowledge of 
the experts and/or criteria involved in the process. These methods do 

not analyze the consensus solution as such, but the previous informa-
tion. Phase 1 methods focus on DMs’ opinions and assessments. Finally, 
phase 2 methods explicitly require knowledge of alternatives. These 
techniques use preference matrices, ordering of alternatives or final 
rankings for the analysis. 

The third property is related to the variation in the DMs’ assigned 
weight. Methods are classified regarding whether the weight is assigned 
statically (invariably) or dynamically (iteratively), changing throughout 
the process. If the weighting process is iterative, the fourth property 
determines which type of convergence marks the iteration ending. 
Generally, iterative processes are related to dynamic methods. However, 
in some individual cases, the process is iterative, but the weight 
assignment is static. Different types of convergence and their acronyms 
are shown in Table 2. 

DSE convergences are given by an external expert or the group itself. 
In multiple analyses, the external expert is considered a moderator 
rather than a weight allocator for DMs. GP convergences refer to the 
common goal programming systems used by optimization methods. 
These weighting techniques are usually linked to a distance (deviation) 
minimization (GP-DO), a consensus index maximization (GP-IC) or a 
consistency index maximization (GP-CsI). In other cases, there are 
multiple system methods which use entropy minimization with consis-
tency maximization (GP-ECsI), or entropy and distance minimization 
(GP-EDO). 

It is important to emphasize that multiple authors use the same 
terminology for different purposes. Consensus indices are generally 
understood as distances between DMs’ assessments, but also between 
them and the ideal solution. Therefore, methods that consider the 
consensus index as a distance between DMs will be contained in GP-DO. 
Methods that consider this index as the distance to the ideal solution will 
be presented as GP-IC. 

Finally, the last characteristic is the ideal or objective solution 
consideration. Generally, this solution is considered the mean of the 
group, either arithmetic or geometric. However, some articles use gen-
eral uncertainty approximations (RA), the fixed-point theory (FPT) or 
the Fermat-Torricelli point (FT) to detect optimal consensus points, or 
group centroids among others. 

4. Results and classification 

This section presents and classifies the retrieved data and corre-
sponds to the third Cooper stage (1989). The following sub-sections 
coincide with the previously stated weighting methods for DMs from 
the proposed classification scheme. 

Hence, selected papers are directly categorized according to their 
group. Furthermore, the aforementioned categorization tables are pro-
vided at the end of each sub-section. It is important to mention that the 
results are ordered by methodology similarities rather than publication 
year. 

4.1. External assessor or interpersonal assessment (EAIA) 

In external assessor assessment methods, Keeney and Kirkwood [48] 
propose the use of a weighted additive social welfare function with all 
DMs’ opinions to aid the assessor with the weighting allocation. This 
idea was later developed by Kelemenis et al. [49] to allow multiple 
criteria. In that case, the assessor can give a different weight to each DM 
in each of the criteria. 

Similar direct weighting approaches, in which the external assessor 
directly evaluates DMs, are proposed by Palomares and Martínez [50] 
and Tabatabei et al. [51], that name the external assessor as a manager 
or moderator. Hafezalkotob and Hafezalkotob [52] recommend that this 
manager assigns weight regarding DM talent, experience, and knowl-
edge, like in a CNA methodology. Wang et al. [53] present a clustering 
method in which a second layer is assigned by the external assessor. 

Other authors have developed tools to make the assessor’s work 

Table 1 
Data input information used in classified results.  

Group Acronym Data input information 

General CI Crisp Information 
ZI Z-information 
II Interval information 
InMI Interval multiplicative information 
IMI Intuitionistic multiplicative information 

Fuzzy FI Fuzzy information 
GFSI Generalized fuzzy soft information 
SFI Spherical fuzzy information 
IFI Intuitionistic Fuzzy information 
OFI Ordered Fuzzy Information 
IIFI Interval intuitionistic fuzzy information 
TFI Triangular fuzzy information 
TIFI Triangular intuitionistic fuzzy information 
TMI Triangular multiplicative information 
TrFI Trapezoidal fuzzy information 
TrIFI Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy information 
IITrFI Interval intuitionistic trapezoidal fuzzy information 
TrCFI Trapezoidal cubic fuzzy information 
HFI Hesitant fuzzy information 
DHFI Dual hesitant fuzzy information 
IHFI Interval hesitant fuzzy information 
NWHFI Normal wiggly hesitant fuzzy information 
P-HFI Probabilistic hesitant fuzzy information 
PHFLI Proportional hesitant fuzzy linguistic information 
DHHFLI Double hierarchy hesitant fuzzy linguistic information 
PFI Pythagorean fuzzy information 
PiFI Picture fuzzy information 
q-ROFI q-rung orthopair fuzzy information 
SNI Single neutrosophic information 
INI Interval neutrosophic information 
SLNI Single linguistic neutrosophic information 
P-MNI Probability multi neutrosophic information 

Linguistic LI Linguistic information 
LHI Linguistic hesitant information 
2TLI 2-tuple linguistic information 
I2TLI Interval 2-tuple linguistic information 
IIULI Interval intuitionistic uncertain linguistic information 
MGLI Multi-granularity linguistic information 
P-LI Probabilistic linguistic information  

Table 2 
Analysed convergence typologies.  

Acronym Convergence type 

DSE Expert decision 
GP-DO Distance optimization 
GP-EDO Entropy distance optimization 
GP-IC Consensus index optimization 
GP-CsI Consistency index optimization 
GP-ECsI Entropy and consistency index optimization  
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easier. For example, Wu et al. [54] develop a linear programming system 
to decide the DMs’ weight based on a comparison. Other authors use the 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method in uncertainty to assign 
weight in personnel selection [55,56], or propose that the project leader 
uses the best-worst method (BWM) among DMs [57]. Gupta et al. [58] 
propose a voting system for a panel of managers who weight a panel of 
DMs on intuitionistic fuzzy information. Yang et al. [59] transfer this 
voting process to a single external assessor worst-best pairwise com-
parison system. Finally, Sun and Huang [60] propose a gray correlation 
adjustment tool to be applied once the assessor has decided on the 
weight. Its main objective is to minimize the negative effects that these 
may have on each expert’s objective. 

Regarding interpersonal assessment methods, Bodily [61] presents a 
commitment model using Markov chains. This approach is based on how 
experts delegate power to external utility functions until a valid 
conclusion is reached for the whole team. However, experts’ scoring 
methods are more common than delegation approaches. 

Ramanathan and Ganesh [62] use the original AHP to allow DMs to 
assess each other based on problem contexts. Van der Honert [63] uses 
multiplicative AHP (MHP) and SMART techniques to develop REMEM-
BRANT, an interpersonal evaluation software tool. Other models 
consider that score as a direct degree of confidence between experts [64, 
65]. Liu et al. [66] use that degree of confidence assignation with a 
self-confidence index to allow a self-evaluation for each expert. How-
ever, this level of confidence among DMs can be analysed through social 
graph theories. Tian et al. [67] weight DMs regarding the centrality and 
connections of each DM’s opinion, considering closeness as confidence. 

Finally, some EAIA methods introduce a feedback system. Dong et al. 
[68] propose an interpersonal multi-criteria evaluation concerning 
professional skills, cooperation, or fairness, among others. If the level of 
consensus is not reached, feedback to DMs is required so that they can 
modify their opinions. 

4.2. Capabilities and needs analysis (CNA) 

The only study that considers assessments as needs is Brock’s 
approach [69]. This author adopts a Nash theory approach to use Par-
eto’s limits and frontiers to assign a fair weight to each DM. 

On the other hand, many studies have used analysis of expert capa-
bilities to assign importance within the group. Herowati et al. [70,71] 
propose a DM discrimination and inconsistency capability analysis 
through repetitive evaluations. Discrimination is also studied by Cheng 
et al. [72], who analyze the incomplete responses of DMs to assign them 
a degree of experience according to their preference matrices. Chakhar 
et al. [73] use the DMs’ accuracy capability by comparing it against the 
team’s pre-ordered groups of preference. Chunhua et al. [74] assign the 
weight considering the DMs’ experience and knowledge regarding al-
ternatives such as function, manufacturing, environment, economy, and 
society. 

This experience has been widely applied in capability studies. Ivlev 
et al. [75] present a multi-attribute function considering each DM’s 
years of experience and education. Liu et al. [76] continue along this line 
by scoring DMs based on their professional qualification and work 
experience. Borissova [77] uses a similar function considering experi-
ence and level of competence in the problem context. Elbarkouky and 
Fayek [78] send each DM a form to fill in that considers their years and 
diversity of work experience, position and time in the company, plus 
enthusiasm and willingness to participate. DMs are weighted by 
comparing the group forms. Sellak et al. [79] propose a degree of 
experience comprising the evaluation hesitation and DMs’ interests and 
preferences presented in the preference matrices. Bai et al. [80] develop 
an online database text algorithm to define DMs’ ability and experience 
based on their internet profiles, literature, and scientific achievements. 

Other approaches are based on personal bias, self-confidence, and 
roles. For example, Chatterjee and Bhattacharyya [81] propose a prob-
abilistic DM approach index based on three factors; capacity for 

precision regarding the majority opinion, subjective biases shown and 
the difficulty of the problem to be solved. Slevin et al. [82] propose a 
form to state the self-confidence of each DM in their respective assess-
ments. Finally, Liao et al. [83] develop a role study for a large group of 
experts. Once divided into clusters, if one DM has different character-
istics from the majority, it obtains more weight to balance the decision 
from different points of view. 

4.3. Game theory approaches (GT) 

Game theory methods start from a previously-given influence to 
analyze the participant’s power in a decision [84]. That power index 
(PI), understood as weight in this study, is considered the ability of a DM 
to be a decision promoter by coalition capability. GTs are usually 
divided into cooperative or non-cooperative or complete and incomplete 
depending on the exchange and type of information. However, the main 
characteristic in this study is how PIs are calculated. Hence, the main 
difference between methods is related to the consideration of winning 
coalitions. 

Shapley and Shubik [85] show that all coalitions are possible, and PI 
is given by the number of times a DM generates a winning coalition, 
known as a pivot. Banzhaf [86] states that only winning coalitions 
should be used, and critical DMs should be studied. DMs are considered 
critical when a modification of their votes make the coalition lose its 
winning status. Deegan and Packel [87] introduce the minimum win-
ning coalitions, which do not contain any unnecessary DMs. Felsenthal 
[88] modifies the minimum winning coalitions for minimum size win-
ning coalitions as a winning DM aims to deal with the minimum number 
of possible participants in their coalition. 

4.4. Group position methods (GrP) 

Position among assessments can be considered a negative consensus 
effect. For example, some studies reduce DMs’ weight if their evalua-
tions are further from the others [89], calling it ineffectiveness by means 
of thinking errors [90]. On the contrary, Xu and Zhou [91] use the 
maximum deviation method to reduce DMs’ weight. These authors 
consider that similar (closer) evaluations are ineffective to differentiate 
alternatives. 

Nevertheless, assessment distances are generally considered a posi-
tive characteristic like compatibility [92] or correlation [93]. From 
these perspectives, the closest DMs receive the highest weight. To 
handle uncertain distances, Wu et al. [94] propose the use of a proba-
bility distribution with geodesic distance to approach the Manhattan 
distance. Lu et al. [95] incorporate the Dempster-Shafer theory (DST), in 
which assessments are considered evidence, into a probability function. 
Whang et al. [96] use the same theory in SLNI. Other authors [97,98] 
have used a similar DST procedure with Bayesian approaches [99]. This 
latest technique has been modified for use of TrCFI [100] or DHHFLI and 
q-ROFI [101,102]. 

Other GrP methods consider distance among assessments such as 
similarity [103–105], opinion transition facility among DMs [106,107], 
consensus degree index [108], or amount of support received [109,110]. 
Zang et al. [111] use the preference matrix distances to assign DMs’ 
weight and introduce the results to ELECTRE. Liu and Cheng [112] use a 
similar P-MNI measurement to obtain the input values to MABAC. Chen 
and Zou [113] include a reassurance factor based on the similarity of 
evaluations between experts to reinforce their shared positions. 

However, other approaches are proposed with viewpoints beyond 
negative or positive effects. Gupta et al. [114] consider the distance as 
an advantage or a disadvantage. The more address matches it has with 
other assessments, the higher advantage score an assessment will 
receive. French [115] studies the assessment modification in a discus-
sion to assign influence to each DM, measured by the systematic position 
variations throughout a debate. This is translated into weight regarding 
the distance covered in each assessment. Subsequently, Pérez [116] 
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expands this study to include social interaction graphs. 
Distance variation throughout a debate has been also studied by 

other authors. Xue et al. [117] analyze DMs who have approached a 
third-party position to increase their weight, as their confidence has 
been reinforced. Fu et al. [118] propose that the experts’ weight is given 
according to their reliability in a discussion process. In this approach, 
reliability is calculated according to the variation of the distances be-
tween assessments. Finally, Zhou et al. [119] use an approach which 
considers not only how DMs approach their position, but their persis-
tence in defending their opinion. 

4.5. Group centroid methods (GC) 

Some authors have even studied the real centroid of a group 
assessment [12], where average is the most common option. Average 
deviation [120,121] and direct distance [122–124] are easy ways to 
consider a fair decision. 

Nevertheless, average is also used as an indirect measurement. Ye 
[125] uses a scoring function to rate the differences between DM as-
sessments and the average set, comparing them to assign the weight. 
Gitinavard et al. [126] use preference matrix deviations regarding the 
aggregate mean to obtain the least deviated matrix. This matrix is used 
to assign weight regarding original DMs matrixes. 

Other authors appoint this distance as a ‘similarity degree’. Chai 
et al. [127] use the similarity to assign the weight by comparison among 
DMs. Ye [128] uses a similar formulation to assign weight to DMs and 
criteria at the same time. This degree has been widely used to obtain 
TODIM input data regarding multiple information as TFI [129], P-HFI 
[130] or PLI [131] to adapt MCGDM to an existing MCDM. 

These studies propose a double step; first, DMs receive an assigned 
weight and subsequently, the MCDM is applied. However, some studies 
have directly proposed a MCDM adaptation. Yue was inspired by Shih 
et al. [132] studies to introduce his first distance approaches [133], 
which led to his well-known extended TOPSIS or ETOPSIS [2]. Using a 
modified TOPSIS technique, this author develops a methodology based 
on closeness coefficients to adapt this MCDM to a MCGDM. Lately, this 
methodology has been adapted to II [134–136] and IFI [137], which 
have been used in other studies [138,139]. Other authors have extended 
Yue’s work modifying input data to OFI [140], PFI [141], MGLI [142] or 
IFI with Hamming distance [143], proposing new closeness coefficients 
[144–146] or with the use of fuzzy set theory approaches instead of the 
arithmetic average [147] for the ideal solution. 

Other TOPSIS-related works include a similar Yue’s approach by 
Jiang y Wang [148], using IITrFI and the closeness coefficient, criteria 
disagreement between DMs [149], or HFI [150] and SCI adaptations 
[151]. 

Beyond existing MCDM adaptations, some novel MCGDM methods 
have been developed. Yue [152] presents a new method based on 
vectorial projections between experts and the ideal solution. Later, he 
extends this method to IFI [153]. As in ETOPSIS, other authors have 
worked with this method and have proposed new adjustments or ex-
tensions. Yang and Du [154] propose aggregating cosine for expert di-
rection comparisons. Xu and Liu [155] and Sun [156] extend the method 
to II and IIFI respectively. Liao et al. adapt the method to IMI [157] 
considering the Euclidian and phycological distances, used by Luo et al. 
[158] to obtain MULTIMOORA input data. 

Boix-Cots et al. [159] develop HIVES, a novel methodology which 
uses social theory constraints and statistical mathematics to assign DM 
weight. This technique uses the social ideal consensus point (SICP) as the 
ideal solution, which corresponds to the arithmetic mean of the second 
and third data quartiles. The value that this obtains ensures that bias is 
avoided and equals the optimal value for the majority. This method can 
manage previously assigned influence on each DM or source and max-
imizes the response (or DM satisfaction), as it analyses MCGDM prob-
lems criterion by criterion. 

Finally, Gong et al. [160] propose to give the weight by obtaining 

two factors based on the ranking analysis method, which studies the 
preference position of each expert with respect to their aggregate mean. 

4.6. Optimization methods (O) 

There are methods based on optimizing these GrP and GC distances. 
In these cases, the weight takes on a dynamic form until the distance has 
been minimized or a consensus index threshold is reached. Nevertheless, 
the consensus index is usually distance-based. 

Among the GrP DMs distance or deviation optimization systems, 
some studies use programmed minimization models under the pretext of 
decreasing discordance and increasing consensus [161–165], or to in-
crease the support index, generated by minimizing the distance among 
DMs [166]. On these, some authors have proposed approximation sys-
tems for the same purposes [167]. Other minimization models are 
focused on the quadratic distance between DMs’ preference matrices 
[168,169]. 

There are techniques that focus analysis on the assessed alternatives. 
Meng et al. develop a quadratic programming model that maximizes the 
consensus index for each evaluated alternative [170]. Regarding rank-
ings, Li et al. program a distance minimization system [171] and Zhang 
and Guo program a variance minimization system [172]. 

Some methods introduce feedback. For instance, Reagan et al. pro-
pose that DMs get a degree of respect according to the distance between 
them [173]. If the level of consensus with the final solution is not 
satisfactory, the opinion can be iteratively modified. Similar models are 
developed by Jin, Dong, and Cooper to minimize distances and improve 
consensus [174,175] through voluntary assessment modification. 

Other optimization systems try to decrease the distance between 
DMs and the aggregated solution. In these cases, the consensus index 
uses this distance as a basis instead of the distances between DMs, as in 
GC. The clearest examples are programming dynamic weight in TOPSIS 
to minimize the distance to the ideal solution [176] in HFI and the 
minimization of distances to the aggregated solution through pro-
gramming [177]. 

However, some studies consider that the aggregated matrix is 
calculated as the mean of the results obtained in each iteration, so they 
try to reduce their distances [178–180] or deviations [181]. Others 
consider the mean as the starting point [182] to calculate the initial 
weight, using iterative aggregation to calculate the optimization 
objective matrix [183,184]. Zhang and Xu consider that instead of the 
direct distance between matrices, the degrees of jointness and interac-
tion should be used to perform the computation [185,186] according to 
the dominance of alternatives. 

These differences between data are also known as discordance. Xu 
[187] develops two linear programming systems to minimize it by 
reducing the number of adjustments suffered by the DMs due to the 
weight, a technique that has been applied to obtain TOPSIS data [188]. 
TOPSIS has also been used in conjunction with programming models to 
minimize both distances; among DMs’ assessments and between them 
and the aggregate solution [189]. 

Other authors use attribute values as a prior step. For example, Yu 
and Lai propose that DM weight is decided once the attributes are 
aggregated using an operator [190], to minimize the quadratic distance 
and discordance. One key point of this study is that the level of 
consensus is used to indicate whether the aggregation method should be 
varied. Chen et al. use this model as a basis for developing a 
minimum-maximum attribute weight optimization method [191]. Tak-
ing this operator use idea, Li et al. develop nonlinear programming in 
MATLAB for the minimization of discordances in a DM cluster [192] in 
an IVIF uncertainty environment. Among other characteristics, Wan 
et al. use the degrees of fuzzy membership for each assessment 
component to optimize distances by minimizing discordance [193]. 

Some studies propose that these methods should be accompanied by 
a feedback and re-evaluation system [194–196]. If the consensus indices 
do not exceed the thresholds, the DMs must modify their assessment at 
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the marked critical points, to iterate the process. 
There are also techniques focused on large groups of DMs. Tan et al. 

propose that weight should be assigned according to consensus and 
consistency. Taking the mean as a reference, consensus is calculated as 
the difference between distances and consistency as the difference of the 
deviations in the linguistic evaluation [197]. If the minimums are not 
reached, feedback is sent to the most biased DMs. Rodriguez et al. and 
Tang et al. [198,199] propose that DM weight depends on both group 
size and the displayed cohesion, calculated analogously to the similarity 
with the cluster centroid. This centroid is initially calculated as a 
random preferred alternative. If a minimum consensus is not reached, 
individual and group feedback is generated so the opinions are modified. 

Finally, there are methods with uncommon consensus- and ranking- 
based methods. In the former, Yang and He use the fixed-point theorem 
for the optimization calculation of DM weight [200]. According to this 
theorem, a solution will converge when the iterative change of DM 
weight is imperceptible. In the latter, Ben-Arieh and Chen present a 
consensus level based on the distance between the final aggregate 
ranking and DM rankings [201]. However, weight is modified according 
to its contribution to the group, measured as the level of consensus 
reached in the group without its participation. 

4.7. Quality assessment methods (QA) 

Quality assessment methods use comparison indices not based on 
distance, but on the properties of the assessments themselves to weight 
DMs. These indices can be optimized as Optimization methods are with 
distances. One of the most-frequently used is the consistency index 
developed by Saaty, used directly by several studies in this review in 
multiple data types such as CI [202], 2TLI [203], or IIFI [204]. 

The method proposed by Toloie-Eshlaghy and Farokhi is similar, 
based on the iterations needed to obtain the convergence vector [205]. 
Wu et al. [206] extend these studies by introducing an amplification 
parameter to the consistency of evaluations to differentiate experts with 
similar opinions. The optimization has also been introduced in consis-
tency maximization. Xu and Cai [207] program an algorithm that 
maximizes group consistency by minimizing the weight of 
low-consistency evaluations. Liu et al. [208] present an optimization 
system adapted to the uncertainty arising from the alternatives them-
selves in autonomous bootstrapping systems. In this case, he uses an 
entropy and weight modification system capable of increasing DM 
consistency. 

The Shannon entropy, understood as the lack of information con-
tained in each of the evaluations, has also been a widely-used index 
[209–213] to assign weight to DMs. Cheng et al. [214] use a relative 
entropy minimization algorithm to deal with incomplete information, 
which makes it possible to find and minimize entropy distances. Çalı and 
Balaman [215] use the entropy to find the DMs’ degree of divergence, 
subsequently using ELECTRE and VIKOR. Li et al. [216] use a scoring 
factor instead of the degree of divergence between assessments to relate 
entropy to the weight, used to introduce TODIM. This entropy has been 
used in conjunction with the hyper entropy, considering the result as 
DMs’ personalities [217] in a LI, P-LI, and LHI study. 

Multiple studies have proposed other quality assessment indices. For 
example, Jin et al. [218] use a Sugeno integral to analyze the informa-
tion linked to evaluations to find its degree of certainty. Liao et al. [219] 
develop a scoring formulation to calculate the quality of fuzzy evalua-
tion, named degree of hesitation in the expert’s assessment. Wang et al. 
[220] interrelate the multiplicative preference matrices with the char-
acteristic evaluation matrices using a quadratic logarithm to obtain a 
degree of information reliability. To solve the interrelated system, he 
presents a difference minimization algorithm that increases the degree 
of reliability. 

Finally, there are cluster methods which use a double quality 
assessment. Ma et al. [221] use a combination of familiarity and 
cognitive reliability related to consistency. An optimization model to 

find the minimum entropy of the group is used for the familiarity 
calculation. Then reliability is added, calculated as cluster consistency. 
Zou et al. [222] use entropy and consistency of the cluster members’ 
evaluations, added to the cluster size, to obtain DM weight. 

4.8. Integrated methods 

The latter group corresponds to methods that incorporate two or 
more of the above-mentioned techniques. One of the most used com-
bines DM distances and quality assessments. For instance, Qi et al. [223] 
use a quality assessment study with a degree of uncertainty, subse-
quently modified by a degree of divergence between evaluations to 
obtain the final DM weight. Liu et al. [224] use a similar idea to calculate 
large groups of DMs, which are weighted by a double-layer system by 
entropy and minimum variance method. Zhang and Chen [225,226] use 
the consistency and proximity of assessments. Wang et al. [227] use the 
similarity degree among DM rankings, modified by a degree of support 
for when these rankings differ in validity. 

Some studies propose including optimization in these techniques. 
Chen et al. [228] use the consistency degree adding a consensus index as 
a benchmark in an iteration system. This consensus refers to distances 
between DMs, and if it is not less than the threshold, DMs must modify 
their evaluations. Zhang et al. [229] propose a method to maximize 
group evaluation consistency while minimizing DM distances. Qi et al. 
[230] propose that the weight is given by the quality of the evaluation, 
which is modified by a minimization algorithm for distances between 
DMs. There are similar studies which use these double programming 
methods to minimize the hamming distance between DMs and the 
aggregated mean and to minimize each DM’s weighted entropy [231]. 
For high assessment uncertainty, Xu et al. [232] propose a double al-
gorithm to minimize entropy and distances between DMs. 

Quality assessment methods are also used with GC techniques. Pang 
et al. [233] use the uncertainty degree of assessments with their mean 
and limit matrix distances. Liu et al. [234] modify the attributes using 
the assessments’ entropy, from which a media value is obtained to 
compare DMs. Liu et al. [235] use a double layer weight assignment for 
large groups of DMs. In this case, the first layer uses an entropy index, 
which is added to the minimum variance model index obtained in the 
second layer. Li et al. [236] develop two cross-entropy programming 
models which are simplified to exact equations to calculate experts’ 
professional experience and expertise using the aggregate group mean as 
a reference. Even though it can be misread as a CNA method, profes-
sional experience is obtained by the entropy deviation and expertise by 
the direct distance among DM assessments and the media. A similar 
system is proposed by Pramanik et al. [237], with an ideal matrix 
composed of minimum and maximum values, regarding cost or benefit 
indicators, used to apply cross-entropy. 

GrP are also used with GC techniques. Davoudabadi et al. [238] 
apply similarity among DMs to assign a first step weight, which leads to 
an objective matrix. Later, distance to the objective is applied to obtain 
the modified weight. Wan et al. [239] suggest adding the DM similarity 
degree technique to modify the ideal ETOPSIS solution. 

A group of interesting integrations mix assessment analysis with 
expert analysis techniques. In this context, it is common to use GC. Chen 
et al. [240] aggregate a weight assigned by the problem organizers with 
a weight obtained by the distance with the geometric mean. Jabeur et al. 
[241] suggest assigning a weight regarding an interpersonal ranking of 
the importance, which is modified by a distance optimization system 
between individual and final rankings. Yang et al. [242] use an inter-
personal AHP evaluation to obtain the aggregated matrix, to calculate 
the DM cosine degree of similarity and obtain VIKOR input data. 

Other models use both mean matrices and minimum-maximum 
matrices. Liu et al. [243] propose to include initial subjective weight 
to modify ETOPSIS mean matrix. Mohagheghi’s suggestion is similar, 
with an initial weight according to the importance in their area of 
expertise to modify TOPSIS values [244]. 
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GrP appears in several studies using expert analysis techniques. 
Mianabadi and Afshar [245] integrate the evaluation of a group man-
ager with the analysis of DM distances. Xu [246] extends Bodily’s 
interpersonal evaluation contribution with a measure of linguistic 
preference deviations that modifies the initial weight according to 
similarity between DMs. Ölçer and Odabaşi [247] use a subjective 
comparison matrix which scores the importance of each expert, and the 
difference between their evaluations. Wan et al. develop a 
multi-objective programming to minimize distances between DMs and 
their thrust degree [248]. Bai et al. [249] propose the use of age, level of 
education, position, and experience to draw an initial weight, which he 
modifies according to DM distance. 

There are proposed approaches which integrate both distance 
methods. Liu and Li [250] use an initial subjective weight, which is 
modified according to the distance between DMs. It is subsequently 
adjusted regarding the distance between the DM and the optimal 
Fermat-Torricelli center-point distance. Chen et al. [251] use the dis-
tance between DMs to obtain the modified Shapley index value, which is 
compared with the distance to their mean. 

Finally, there are expert-expert analysis integration methods. Liu 
et al. [252] suggest adding an initial weight assigned by an organizer 
with a degree of self-confidence stated by the DMs themselves. Ren et al. 
[253] use the degree of professionalism to evaluate experts according to 
how they give information, adding assessment entropy methods. 

5. Analysis and discussion 

This section analyses the selected literature and corresponds to the 
fourth Cooper stage [46]. The analysis contains discussion on a gener-
alized problem, a comparison and interpretation of the articles and their 
classifications, and an analysis of internal characteristics linked to 

decision-making. 
The pervasive problem that has been found throughout the literature 

has been the need to adopt a common framework in the methods of 
assigning weight to DMs. The lack of unanimity in their classification 
and in the existing categories promotes the existence of ambiguous 
studies. In this study, the author’s point of view has been prioritized, so 
the explanations and terminologies used by the authors have been 
paramount for the classification. Also, the approaches presented in the 
studies have been determining for the category assignment. 

For example, some EAIA methods encourage the external evaluator 
to give weight according to CNA capabilities. Another ambiguity is 
found in CNA methods that use QA bases but refer to the DM capacities. 
In this case, the discrimination and consistency analysis capabilities [70] 
or the contributions provided [73] could easily be interpreted as the 
second category. 

The major sign of the currently general disagreement are these au-
thors’ terminologies. Beyond the framework, multiple uses and expla-
nations of indices or characteristics that share the same root have been 
detected. The same data receives different names and explanations, as 
shown in Fig. 5, whether from subjective or objective sources. 

Irrespective of whether the distance is calculated between direct 
assessments, using the preference matrix or by analysing the rankings, 
multiple terminologies refer to the same distance or even both. For 
novice researchers or non-experts in the field this can lead to mis-
understandings and misconceptions. 

Hence, a simplification beyond the 2.2 section classification should 
be adopted. Table 11 presents two indices that refer to the various dis-
tances being considered. The first is the consensus index among experts 
(CIE), which brings together all those terminologies that refer to the 
calculation among DMs. For example, one study can seek to improve the 
CIE by reducing the distances among experts or differences among 

Fig. 5. Different terminologies used and their meaning.  

Fig. 6. (A) Results published by decade and category. (B) Percentage dominance of each category by decade using cumulative results.  
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assessments’ characteristics, such as entropy. Analogously, the second 
proposal is the consensus index to the solution (CIS). This index is used 
to unify the terminologies that refer to the calculation among each DM 
and the ideal solution, whether using distances or assessments’ char-
acteristics. Adopting these indices, or their inclusion in subsequent 
studies, might be of great help to the community. 

Regarding the results comparison and interpretation, there has been 
a notable increase in MCGDM-proposed methods. In Fig. 6A, categorized 
results are shown by decade, from 1950 until after 2020. Fig. 6B uses 
that information to demonstrate the category dominance per decade. 

It is interesting to note that the earliest dates back to 1950, when 
Kenneth Arrow’s social choice theory (1951) seemed to spur interest in 
opinion aggregation methods. GT techniques quickly appeared to 
mainly solve economic power problems [85], and the first GrP aggre-
gations [115] were proposed to solve discussion processes. This domi-
nance was extended during the 1960s, when some authors discussed 
existing techniques and proposed new GT [86] and GrP [90] 
approaches. 

In the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, external [48] or interpersonal [61, 
62] assessments, novel GT approaches [87], and CNA studies [69,82] 

were proposed. They were all part of what we consider to be subjective 
methods. 

However, as the 21st century began, a paradigm shift took place. The 
trend has shifted in favor of more objective methods for several reasons. 
Although expert analysis assessments may be easier to apply, EAIA 
methods can be subject to dishonesty or bias in interpersonal or supra- 
evaluator assessments. In addition, unfairness can also arise in CNA 
and GT techniques when DMs have information from their competitors. 

Fig. 7. Main MCDM methods appearing in the result’s titles.  

Fig. 8. Percentage distribution of ideal solutions.  

Fig. 9. Percentage of results with stated social rules.  

Fig. 10. Percentage of data used in each category.  

Fig. 11. Percentage of articles applied in each phase for each category.  
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Presenting unrealistic needs, use of certain criteria that favor some DMs 
in advance or the preconception of coalitions through the delegation of 
power can lead to a biased consensus. 

Therefore, assessment analysis methods which ignore DMs and only 
look at their evaluation have been proposed as possible solutions to 
these problems. These techniques have grown exponentially since 2000, 
with major contributions on GrP, O, QA, and GC procedures, and the 
latter has been particularly noteworthy. 

In fact, this development of assessment analysis methods might be 
directly related to the growing interest shown in MCDM methods. As the 
use of MCDM in multiple alternative analysis has recently expanded due 
to its objectivity, adding these methods to group decisions gives the 
process further objectivity. 

Several articles use their proposed methods in conjunction with 
MCDM. Fig. 7 shows the MCDM used regarding each category. Even 
though numerous MCDMs have been applied TOPSIS and VIKOR are the 
most frequently used techniques, while other methods have few ap-
pearances. This fact is surprising, considering the large number of 
MCDM techniques constantly applied in all scientific fields. Regarding 
categories, the GC wide application is remarkable. This is mainly due to 
Yue’s work on Extended TOPSIS and Projection, which appear multiple 
times in the categorization. On the other hand, the lack of GC techniques 
applied with VIKOR is remarkable. 

It is precisely this widespread GC use that leads the discussion to 
another interesting point. Although multiple possibilities have been 
proposed as an ideal solution, data shown in Fig. 8 make the general 
preference clear. This figure considers methods which use an ideal so-
lution and separates the percentages according to which point is 
considered. 

The mean is by far the most used statistical point to assume 
consensus by 56 out of 67 articles, representing an astonishing 83.58%. 
On the other hand, few articles use other approximations and percent-
ages are widely distributed. Two articles (2.99%) use the mean affected 
by a previous weight [243,244] and 4 (5.97%) consider the consensus by 
majority [81,83,235,246]. RA [147], FTP [200], SICP [159], Max/Min 
[237], and FT [250] are only used by 1 article each, representing 1.49% 
per approximation. 

The high degree of acceptance of the mean as an ideal solution is 
striking, even though some works oppose its unquestionable use [12] 

Table 3 
External assessor or interpersonal assessment methods cataloging table.  

Author Year Data Phase Weight Convergence Consensus 

Keeney and Kirkwood 1974 CI Phase 0 Static – – 
Kelemenis et al. 2011 CI Phase 0 Static – – 
Palomares et al. 2014 CI Phase 0 Static – – 
Tabatabaei et al. 2019 CI Phase 0 Static – – 
Hafezalkotob and Hafezalkotob 2017 TFI Phase 0 Static – – 
Wang et al. 2019 LI Phase 0 Static – – 
Wu Qun et al. 2019 2TLI Phase 0 Static – – 
Aly and Vrana 2008 TFI Phase 0 Static – – 
Samanlioglu et al. 2018 TFI Phase 0 Static – – 
Z.Chen et al. 2022 IITrFI Phase 0 Static – – 
Gupta et al. 2019 IFI/IIFI Phase 0 Static – – 
Yang et al. 2020 NWHFI Phase 0 Static – – 
Sun and Huang 2013 CI Phase 1 Static – – 
Bodily 1979 CI Phase 1 Dynamic DSE – 
Ramanathan and Ganesh 1994 CI Phase 0 Static – – 
Van der Honert 2001 CI Phase 0 Static – – 
Chen et al. 2018 LI Phase 0 Static – – 
Wu Jian et al. 2015 TFI Phase 0 Static – – 
Liu et al. 2019 2TLI Phase 2 Static – – 
Tian et al. 2019 I2TLI Phase 0 Static – – 
Dong et al. 2016 CI Phase 0 Dynamic GP-IC –  

Table 4 
Capabilities and needs analysis methods cataloging table.  

Author Year Data Phase Weight Convergence Consensus 

Brock 1980 CI Phase 1 Static – – 
Herowati et al. 2014 CI Phase 2 Dynamic DSE – 
Cheng et al. 2018 LI Phase 2 Static – – 
Chakhar et al. 2016 CI Phase 2 Static – – 
Chunhua et al. 2020 IFI Phase 0 Static – – 
Ivlev et al. 2015 CI Phase 0 Static – – 
Liu et al. 2019 LI Phase 0 Static – – 
Borissova 2018 CI Phase 0 Static – – 
Elbarkouky and Fayek 2011 FI Phase 0 Static – – 
Sellak et al. 2019 HFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Bai et al. 2017 CI Phase 0 Static – – 
Chatterjee and Bhattacharyya 2017 CI Phase 2 Static – Majority 
Slevin et al. 1998 LI Phase 1 Static – – 
Liao et al. 2020 CI Phase 2 Static – Majority  

Table 5 
Game Theory methods cataloging table.  

Author Year Data Phase Weight Convergence Consensus 

Shapley and 
Shubik 

1954 CI Phase 
0 

Static – – 

Banzhaf 1965 CI Phase 
0 

Static – – 

Deegan and 
Packel 

1978 CI Phase 
0 

Static – – 

Felsenthal 2016 CI Phase 
0 

Static – –  
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and propose alternatives that improve consensus or present the potential 
loss of information produced by its use [163]. It should be noted that 
many methods do not use the mean as a direct solution, but as an 
approximation to the solution. This may be due to the implicit accep-
tance of social choice theory axioms. These axioms are used to force 
mathematical methods to contain a social basis that gives them some 
sociological weight and avoids situations of injustice, promoting 
equality. 

However, even though scarce studies present social considerations in 
the procedures as shown in Fig. 9, many lack their explicit incorpora-
tion, making it difficult to find out about their contributions or to 
monitor them. Only 12 out of 201 categorized results (5.97%) clearly 
show a social rule, even though these methods are developed to help 
DMs with their alternative selection decisions. When focussing on expert 
analysis methods, 8 out of 39 (20.51%) articles show this feature. GT 
methods present 4 out of 4 (100%) for this characteristic, because these 
approaches study the interactions among DMs and were developed with 
a strong social basis. Regarding other categories, EAIA presents the 
characteristic in 3 out of 21 (14.29%) articles and CNA in 1 out of 14 
(7.14%). It is remarkable that EAIA [61,48,62] and CNA [69] results are 
all from the last century. 

Nevertheless, the assessment analysis results are astonishing. Only 4 
out of 132 (3.03%) articles present social considerations, even these 
methods have been proposed to improve the objectivity and fairness of 
GDM, which are key points in the social choice theory approaches. Only 
3 out of 33 (9.09%) GrP and 1 out of 38 (2.63%) GC articles have this 
characteristic. Like the previous case, 2 of the GrP results [115,90] are 
from the last century, while the latter [112] and the GC result [159] are 
relatively novel approaches. Finally, there are no integrated methods 
with this feature. 

Instead, the articles contain extensive and detailed introductions to 
the type of data being used. These introductions are explained by the 
great MCDM data diversity. The increased complexity of MCDMs is 

linked to the further development of input data that allow DMs to ex-
press themselves in different ways. Moving away from exact positive 
values, the studies present possibilities such as ranges, uncertainty, or 
linguistics, as discussed in the characteristic’s tables. Fig. 10 is presented 
using Section 4 tables data. This diagram shows the percentage of data 
typology according to each of the proposed classifications. 

A clear, exact value dominance can be observed in most categories, 
except for GC and Integrated methods. This may be because the main 
objective of this study has been to classify new methods, which are 
usually presented with exact values. Subsequently, their complexity 
increases with new data. As many GC methods use the aggregate mean, 
several proposals are based on modifying the data used on this value. 
One clear example is the multiple input data modifications of methods 
such as ETOPSIS and projection. Integrated methods, on the other hand, 
generally start from combining existing methods and can therefore move 
on to other data. It is remarkable that all the GT methods are concen-
trated in the CI category. The scarce information obtained by the search 
process should be mentioned, and this would have to be expanded. 

The last comparison and interpretation of results and their classifi-
cation tables is the point at which these methods are applied in the GDM 
process. Fig. 11 shows the articles phase application percentages 
regarding each category. It is noted that phase 0 articles are contained in 
the expert analysis methods. As the classification proposal indicates, 
these techniques do not need to know either the alternatives or the as-
sessors’ opinions on the criteria or attributes. Therefore, it is normal that 
this phase does not appear with assessment analysis methods. Perhaps 
the most striking value is the whole phase 0 in GT techniques, as these 
are focused on analysing previous DM weight (Tables 3–10). 

Nevertheless, assessment analysis methods also raise an interesting 
discussion point. Even though they are developed to work with phase 1 
and 2 to improve the process objectivity, phase 2 dominance is 
remarkable. There are many directly related articles on multiplicative 
preference matrices or similar (116 out of 132), and few focus solely on 

Table 6 
Group Position methods cataloging table.  

Author Year Data Phase Weight Convergence Consensus 

S. Wan et al. 2021 TMI Phase 2 Static – – 
Theil 1963 CI Phase 1 Static – – 
Xu and Zhou 2017 P-HFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Zeng et al. 2016 IFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Thong et al. 2020 INI Phase 1 Static – – 
Wu et al. 2019 HFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Lu et al. 2007 CI Phase 2 Static – – 
Wang et al. 2019 SLNI Phase 2 Static – – 
Gupta et al. 2016 TrIFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Wan et al. 2013 TIFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Fahmi et al. 2019 TrCFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Krishankumar et al. 2020 DHHFLI Phase 2 Static – – 
Krishankumar et al. 2020 q-ROFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Meng et al. 2020 IFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Wang et al. 2019 ZI Phase 2 Static – – 
Zhang and Wang 2017 MGLI Phase 2 Static – – 
Wan et al. 2013 IIFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Xu et al. 2019 FI Phase 2 Static – – 
S. Wan et al. 2022 LI Phase 2 Static – – 
Liu et al. 2019 q-ROFI Phase 2 Static – – 
S. Wan et al. 2021 P-LI Phase 2 Static – – 
Zhang et al. 2020 PiFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Liu and Cheng 2020 P-MNI Phase 2 Static – – 
Chen and Zou 2020 GFSI Phase 2 Static – – 
Zhang et al. 2018 2TLI Phase 2 Static – – 
Xu et al. 2019 CI Phase 2 Static – – 
Xu et al. 2020 CI Phase 1 Static – – 
Gupta et al. 2018 IIFI Phase 1 Static – – 
French 1956 CI Phase 1 Static DSE – 
Pérez et al. 2016 CI Phase 2 Static DSE – 
Xue et al. 2020 CI Phase 2 Static – – 
Fu et al. 2015 II Phase 2 Static – – 
Zhou et al. 2020 CI Phase 2 Static – –  
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opinion analysis (16 out of 132). Furthermore, 6 out of these 16 articles 
are related to QA, as the method compares assessment characteristics. 
Thus, only 5, 1 and 4 phase-1 articles are GrP, GC and O, respectively. 

There are many cases where alternatives are not known or may vary. 
Therefore, methods that might be applied without awareness of the al-
ternatives (phase 0 and 1) are an interesting aspect to develop. 
Remember that methods using alternatives have been given phase 2 
classification. Many of them could easily be adapted to lack of 
knowledge. 

Finally, two internal method characteristics have been analysed due 
to their close connection with real-world GDM. Previous influence 
acceptance is one. In actual decision-making, it is not unusual for experts 
to differ in importance. Examples of this might be different business 
roles, or differences between DMs’ experience or knowledge. The other 
is a component division process. Some studies have stated that dividing 
a multiple-criteria problem into criterion-by-criterion analysis could 
improve the consensus group response [3]. Hence, Fig. 12 shows the 
percentage of articles which use or comment on each of these 
characteristics. 

The previous influence percentages are striking. Although it is a key 
point in GDM, it has not been widely considered, with a 4.48% (9 out of 
201 results) occurrence. If GT data is ignored, as these methods are 
specialized in previously assigned influence, the value falls to 2.54% (5 
out of 197 results) occurrence. While expert analysis methods could 
manage prior influence more easily (e.g., through external advisor 
consideration or role contemplation), assessment analysis technique 
methods require a structured system to consider it. This explains why 
these low percentage values are so remarkable. Even so, there are arti-
cles which consider it. Liu et al. [109] use the GrP approach as corrector 

coefficient to weight given previously. In GC methods, Hamdani and 
Aydoğdu [151,149] only mention its existence while Boix-Cots et al. 
[159] develop a system that allows HIVES with the capability for pre-
vious influence treatment. Finally, in Integrated methods, the Shapley 
power index is used as the previous influence [251]. 

Regarding component division, the same number of articles 
demonstrate this characteristic (9 out of 201 results). The most common 
procedure is to assign a different weight to each DM regarding each 
assessed criterion or attribute in EAIA [49], GC [127,130], O [177], and 
Integrated [233,239] methods. Other systems have also been proposed. 
For example, in GC there is a system which modifies previous 
DM-assigned weight regarding how many of them have chosen to use 
certain criteria, allocating a DM weight-per-criteria [149]. In the same 
category, a technique has been proposed which analyses each compo-
nent separately and subsequently aggregates the results [159]. Finally, a 
novel approach that assigns membership weight to each DM respecting 
each criterion [253] has been presented in the integrated category. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, a comprehensive analysis of GDM methods has been 
carried out to provide an in-depth state-of-the-art understanding on 
decision makers’ weight assignment methods. In addition, the knowl-
edge gained through the literature review has made it possible to pro-
pose a new classification scheme for all existing and future MCGDM 
methods. The development of this classification will allow scientists 
developing new methods to place their approach within a classification 
group, thus gaining insight into existing advances in the field. Further-
more, for the first time, experts will be able to get a clear picture of the 

Table 7 
GC methods cataloging table.  

Author Year Data Phase Weight Convergence Consensus 

Tong and Wang 2016 IFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Zhang et al. 2016 2TLI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Chen et al. 2021 HFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Li y Chen 2014 TrCFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Lin et al. 2018 HFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Ye 2013 IIFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Gitinavard et al. 2018 IHFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Chai et al. 2013 IIFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Ye 2014 SNI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Qin et al. 2017 TIFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Zhang et al. 2019 P-HFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Wei y Wu 2019 P-LI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yue Z. 2011 IIFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yue Z. 2011 CI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yue Z. 2011 II Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yue Z. 2012 II Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yue Z. 2012 II Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yue Z. 2014 IFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Kacprzak 2019 OFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Biswas and Sarkar 2019 PFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Liu et al. 2013 MGLI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Wan et al. 2015 IFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Dorfeshan and Mousavi 2019 PFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Gitinavard et al. 2016 HFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Saffarzadeh et al. 2020 II Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yang et al. 2017 CI Phase 2 Static – RA 
Jiang and Wang 2014 IITrFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Hamdani 2017 CI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
S. Wan et al. 2020 HFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
E. Aydoğdu et al. 2023 SFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yue Z. 2012 CI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yue Z. 2013 IFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Yang and Du 2015 CI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Xu and Liu 2013 II Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Sun 2015 IIFI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Liao et al. 2018 IMI Phase 2 Static – Mean 
Boix-Cots et al. 2023 CI Phase 1 Static – SICP 
Gong et al. 2019 CI Phase 2 Static – Mean  
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state of play of MCGDM methods, clearly displaying the main features of 
their procedures and the data they work with. Furthermore, six issues for 
future research pathways have been highlighted: 

First, the need for a unified working framework has been outlined. 
Ambiguity, misunderstandings, or simple misreading can arise if 

multiple, interlocking concepts continue to be used. Hence, two indices 
have been presented to help the research community, novel researchers, 
or non-experts in GDM. 

Second, the use of the mere mean as direct ideal solution should be 
avoided. Several authors have questioned the veracity of this objective 

Table 8 
Optimization methods cataloging table.  

Author Year Data Phase Weight Convergence Consensus 

Li et al. 2017 HFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Lin and Wang 2018 IFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Ma et al. 2020 MGLI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Xu and Wu 2013 2TLI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC – 
Xu and Cai 2012 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
S. Wan et al. 2021 InMI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Abootalebi et al. 2018 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Xu et al. 2016 LI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Xu et al. 2017 HFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Meng et al. 2017 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Li et al. 2015 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Zhang and Guo 2016 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Regan et al. 2006 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC – 
Dong y Cooper 2016 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Ji et al. 2021 CI/FI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
W.-C. Zou et al 2022 HFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO Mean 
A. H. Liu et al. 2021 LI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO Mean 
Meng et al. 2016 I2TLI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO Mean 
S. Wan et al. 2022 P-LI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Wan et al. 2016 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC Mean 
Zhang et al. 2020 q-ROFI Phase 1 Dynamic GP-DO Mean 
Lee 2002 FI Phase 1 Dynamic GP-DO Mean 
Li and Wang 2019 HFI Phase 1 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Parreiras et al. 2010 LI Phase 1 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Zhang and Xu 2014 IFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC Mean 
Zhang and Xu 2015 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC Mean 
Xu 2018 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC Mean 
S. Wan et al. 2021 P-LI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – 
Yu and Lai 2011 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC Mean 
Chen et al. 2015 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC – 
Li et al. 2017 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO Mean 
Wan et al. 2017 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC – 
Dong et al. 2016 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC – 
Pang et al. 2017 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC Mean 
Zhang et al. 2016 TFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC – 
Tan et al. 2020 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC Mean 
Rodríguez et al. 2018 HFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC – 
Tang et al. 2020 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC – 
Yang and He 2021 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO FPT 
Ben-Arieh and Chen 2006 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC Mean  

Table 9 
Quality Assessment methods cataloging table.  

Author Year Data Phase Weight Convergence Consensus 

Wu et al. 2018 CI Phase 1 Static – – 
Cabrerizo et al. 2010 2TLI Phase 2 Static – – 
S. Wan et al. 2020 IIFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Toloie-Eshlaghy and Farokhi 2011 CI Phase 1 Static – – 
Wu et al. 2012 CI Phase 1 Static – – 
Xu and Cai 2014 II Phase 2 Dynamic GP-CsI – 
Liu et al. 2013 IFI Phase 1 Dynamic GP-CsI – 
Hashemi et al. 2018 IFI Phase 1 Static – – 
RazaviToosi and Samani 2019 TFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Wu et al. 2020 LI Phase 2 Static – – 
Ye Jun 2013 IIFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Yue Chuan 2017 CI Phase 2 Static – – 
Cheng et al. 2017 LI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-EDO – 
Cali and Balaman 2019 IFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Li et al. 2015 IIFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Mao et al. 2022 LI / P-LI / LHI Phase 2 Static – – 
Jin et al. 2018 FI Phase 1 Static – – 
Liao et al. 2019 HFI Phase 2 Static – – 
Wang et al. 2013 II Phase 2 Dynamic GP-CsI – 
Ma et al. 2019 LI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-ECsI – 
Zhou et al. 2011 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-ECsI –  
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statistic and have analysed other possibilities. Others have applied novel 
procedures or proposed the use of other, more suitable geometric points. 

Third, it was found to be necessary to consider concepts and con-
straints from sociological theories, such as social choice theory. Since 
this is a process of selecting alternatives or possibilities from among a 
group of experts, it seems obvious that there should be social guidelines 
for equal opportunities. However, most methods do not consider them. 

Fourth, novel methods must also promote approaches in the absence 
of alternatives knowledge. In a world where possibilities are growing 
and alternatives might have multiple modifications, it is not realistic to 
consider that the alternatives will be known. 

Fifth, there is a need to consider including initial influence and 
separation of components. It is precisely the increasing complexity of 
today’s world problems which leads to considering multiple experts or 
data sources and increasingly more criteria. These experts or sources 
may not have the same weight, and some studies show an improvement 
in the decision when analysing the criteria separately. 

Finally, MCDM techniques and data types being used in GDM 
methods have been analysed to identify where future research might be 
focused. Providing a wide range of possibilities for experts to decide 
which method is more suitable will improve the use rate for these 
techniques and can open up new avenues of research by detecting which 
methods need to be adapted to certain types of data. 

Nevertheless, the limitations of the present study should be 
mentioned. Firstly, although more than 13,500 papers have been ana-
lysed, many others may have yet to be included in the study. For 
example, contributions in the field are diluted within much more 
extensive studies, which treat this aggregation as secondary and focus on 
other results, such as the criteria and rankings obtained. Another limi-
tation is the length of the manuscript, which makes it challenging to 
increase the number of comparisons between algorithms. 

In future research, other groups of the proposed classification 
scheme, such as trading techniques or data aggregators, should be 
developed, expanding and complementing it. Additionally, future 
studies should analyze the algorithms used by each technique, 
comparing them with other approaches in the same classification group. 
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Table 10 
Integrated methods cataloging table. The methods characteristic shows the techniques used for each item.  

Author Year Data Phase Weight Convergence Consensus Methods 

Qi et al. 2015 IIFI Phase 2 Static – – GrP + QA 
Liu et al. 2015 2TLI/I2TLI Phase 2 Static – – GrP + QA 
Zhang and Chen 2019 HFI Phase 2 Static – – GrP + QA 
Wang et al. 2015 CI Phase 2 Static – – GrP + QA 
Chen et al. 2015 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – O + QA 
Zhang et al. 2020 LI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – O + QA 
Qi et al. 2018 IHFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO – O + QA 
Z. Chen et al. 2023 IIFI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO + ECsI – O + QA 
Xu et al. 2020 P-LI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-EDO – O + GrP 
Pang et al. 2020 IIULI Phase 2 Static – Mean GC + QA 
Liu et al. 2013 IFI Phase 2 Static – Mean GC + QA 
Liu et al. 2017 IIFI Phase 2 Static – Majority GC + QA 
Li et al. 2020 IIFI Phase 2 Static – Mean GC + QA 
Pramanik et al. 2018 SNI Phase 2 Static – Max/Min GC + QA 
Davoudabadi et al. 2020 IIFI Phase 2 Static – - GrP + GC 
Wan et al. 2015 IIFI Phase 2 Static – Mean GrP + GC 
Chen et al. 2018 CI Phase 1 Static – Mean EAIA + GC 
Jabeur et al. 2004 CI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-IC – EAIA + O 
Yang et al. 2019 PHFLI Phase 1 Static – – EAIA + GC 
Liu et al. 2016 CI Phase 2 Static – Mean* EAIA + GC 
Mohagheghi et al. 2017 IIFI Phase 2 Static – Mean* CNA + GC 
Mianabadi and Afshar 2008 FI Phase 1 Static – – EAIA + GrP 
Xu 2008 LI Phase 2 Static – Majority EAIA + GrP 
Ölçer and Odabaşi 2005 TrFI Phase 1 Static – – EAIA + GrP 
S. Wan et al. 2022 LI Phase 2 Dynamic GP-DO + IC – EAIA + O 
Bai et al. 2020 TrFI Phase 1 Static – – CNA + GrP 
Liu and Li 2015 II Phase 2 Static – FT EAIA + GRP + GC 
Chen et al. 2021 q-ROFI Phase 2 Static – Mean GrP + GT + GC 
Liu et al. 2019 LI Phase 2 Static – – CNA + EAIA 
Ren et al. 2018 DHFI Phase 2 Static – – CNA + QA 

*The mean has been modified by previously assigned weight. 

Table 11 
Index proposal.  

Acronym Index Meaning 

CIE Consensus Index among 
Experts 

Distance among experts 

CIS Consensus Index to Solution Distance among the ideal solution and 
experts  

Fig. 12. Percentage of articles which state previous influence or component 
division by category. 
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